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ABSTRACT: The risk of CO2 leakage from a properly permitted
deep geologic storage facility is expected to be very low. However,
if leakage occurs it could potentially impact potable groundwater
quality. Dissolved CO2 in groundwater decreases pH, which can
mobilize naturally occurring trace metals commonly contained in
aquifer sediments. Observing such processes requires adequate
monitoring strategies. Here, we use laboratory and ﬁeld experiments to explore the sensitivity of time-lapse complex resistivity
responses for remotely monitoring dissolved CO2 distribution and
geochemical transformations that may impact groundwater quality.
Results show that electrical resistivity and phase responses correlate well with dissolved CO2 injection processes. Speciﬁcally,
resistivity initially decreases due to increase of bicarbonate and dissolved species. As pH continues to decrease, the resistivity
rebounds toward initial conditions due to the transition of bicarbonate into nondissociated carbonic acid, which reduces the total
concentration of dissociated species and thus the water conductivity. An electrical phase decrease is also observed, which is
interpreted to be driven by the decrease of surface charge density as well as potential mineral dissolution and ion exchange. Both
laboratory and ﬁeld experiments demonstrate the potential of ﬁeld complex resistivity method for remotely monitoring changes
in groundwater quality due to CO2 leakage.

1. INTRODUCTION
Geologic carbon sequestration, which aims to capture and
inject carbon dioxide (CO2) into deep subsurface rock
formations for long-term storage, is being explored as an
avenue toward mitigating the impact of CO2 emissions on
global climate and human health.1 Although the risk of CO2
leakage from a properly permitted storage reservoir into
shallow formations is expected to be very low, assessment
and understanding of possible impact of CO2 leakage is crucial
as it could impact groundwater resources. One negative
consequence of CO2 leakage, besides possible brine contamination and release of gaseous CO2, is a signiﬁcant increase of
dissolved CO2 into shallow groundwater systems, which will
decrease groundwater pH and can potentially mobilize naturally
occurring trace metals and ions that are commonly absorbed to
or contained in sediments (e.g., refs 2−5).
Assessing and understanding the potential impact of CO2
leakage into shallower groundwater systems requires the
development of an adequate monitoring strategy to observe
dissolved CO2 plume dynamics and possible geochemical
transformations in the subsurface. In the past decade,
geophysical methods have demonstrated a signiﬁcant potential
for monitoring hydrological and biogeochemical processes in
© XXXX American Chemical Society

the shallow subsurface (e.g., refs 6−8) by complementing direct
point measurements, which are usually sparse and thus often
have limitations in capturing the three-dimensional (3D) spatial
variability of properties and processes. Time-lapse surface and
wellbore-based seismic9,10 and electrical11 methods, as well as
gravimetric and electromagnetic approaches (e.g., ref 12), have
been successfully used to monitor the distribution of the
injected CO2 plume in deep storage reservoirs. Together, these
studies document the value of geophysical methods for
monitoring an injected CO2 plume in the deeper reservoir
and the need for more spatially extensive approaches for
monitoring possible CO2-induced transformations in shallower
aquifers in case a leak occurs. Although several geophysical
methods have demonstrated potential for characterizing
hydrological processes in shallow aquifers (such as ground
penetrating radar or electrical methods; for example, refs
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density on mineral surfaces (and thus polarization behavior) is
expected to decrease if the pH decreases toward the point of
zero charge of the geological media. In addition, possible
mineral dissolution/precipitation and ion exchange processes
associated with pH decrease from CO2 dissolution can also
change resistivity and phase signals. In particular, promoted ion
exchange and mineral dissolution on clay and iron mineral
surfaces are expected to produce signiﬁcant changes in
polarization signals. We note that the release of trace metals,
whose concentrations are generally too small (in comparison to
other ions) to be directly sensed by the complex resistivity
methods, depends on several issues including sediment and
water composition, organic matter and reduction oxidation
conditions (e.g., ref 28). In this regard complex electrical
methods, which can sense some of these processes and
properties (as discussed above), may relate to possible proxy
(such as Fe for example) for geophysical monitoring of trace
metal dynamics.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the sensitivity of
complex resistivity methods for monitoring the spatiotemporal
distribution of a CO2 saturated groundwater plume and
induced geochemical transformations. To meet this objective,
we (i) investigated the phase and resistivity response to such
processes at the ﬁeld and laboratory scales, (ii) evaluated the
capability and accuracy of the complex resistivity approach to
image the spatial distribution of an injected dissolved CO2
plume and associated dynamics at the ﬁeld scale, and (iii)
discussed the beneﬁts and limitations of the complex resistivity
approach for monitoring and diagnosing CO2 leakage into
shallower aquifer.

13−17), we are not aware of any studies that have explored the
use of geophysical methods for monitoring geochemical
impacts of dissolved CO2.
Here, we evaluate the sensitivity of complex resistivity
methods (e.g., refs 18 and 19) for monitoring the
spatiotemporal distribution of a CO2 saturated groundwater
plume and induced geochemical transformations, including ion
exchange and dissolution/precipitation processes, which may
impact water quality. Our research is performed using
laboratory and ﬁeld experiments, which both involve (a) the
injection of groundwater with dissolved CO2 into saturated
sediments and (b) observation of its impact on water quality
and complex resistivity responses. The laboratory experiment
permits controlled manipulation under relatively uniform
physical heterogeneity (yet with ﬁeld site materials) and ideal
geophysical data acquisition conditions, whereas the ﬁeld
experiments permit assessment of the geophysical methodology
over large regions and under naturally heterogeneous and
suboptimal acquisition conditions. The ﬁeld experiment, which
was performed at Plant Daniel about 24 km north of
Pascagoula, in Jackson County, Mississippi, is introduced
(e.g., site conditions, experimental setup, and geochemical
alterations) in a companion paper in this issue.20 Together, the
laboratory and ﬁeld experiments are expected to be useful for
documenting the potential of complex resistivity for monitoring
CO2-induced geochemical transformations in aquifers and for
exploring the impact of scale on the geophysical response.
The frequency (ω) dependent complex resistivity, ρ*(ω),
can be deﬁned in terms of a real, ρ′, and an imaginary, ρ″,
component or by a resistivity magnitude, |ρ(ω)| (often referred
as bulk resistivity and hereafter as resistivity) and an electrical
phase, φ, term:
ρ*(ω) = ρ(ω)′ + iρ(ω)″ = |ρ(ω)|e

iφ(ω)

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Laboratory Column Experiment. The laboratory
column experiment consisted of injecting CO2-saturated
groundwater into sediment materials from the ﬁeld experiment
site (described in Section 2.2) under diﬀerent hydrostatic
pressures and observing geochemical transformations and
associated complex resistivity responses. The column (20 cm
(cm) high and 3.8 cm in diameter) was designed to be able to
withstand pressure condition at the target aquifer (∼4 bar) for
ﬁeld experiments. A hydraulic piston was used to simulate
overburden pressure at the target depth and pore pressure was
controlled using back pressure regulator. Inline pH and
conductivity sensors were installed at both ends of the column
and four Ag/AgCl electrodes were installed along the column
with 5 cm spacing for complex resistivity measurements. Details
of the column design shown in SI Figure S2. Silty sands from
the ﬁeld experiment site were wet packed into the column in an
anaerobic chamber to avoid exposure to atmospheric O2, thus
preserving the reducing conditions of the material. CO2 was
predissolved into inﬂuent container containing site groundwater before injecting into the sediments. The experiment was
carried out stepwise, with pCO2 increasing from 0.69 to 4.14
bar at 0.69 bar with each step (24 h per step). Four pore
volumes of inﬂuent solution were injected for each step. Both
inﬂuent and eﬄuent samples were collected at the end of each
step for geochemical analysis using inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Perkin-Elmer).
2.2. Field Experiment. 2.2.1. Field Site and Experimental
Setup. Information about the site conditions, experimental
setup, and geochemical alterations is given in a companion
paper in this issue20 and brieﬂy summarized here. The
approximately 5.8 m (m) thick target test interval is composed

(1)

The real term measures the electric conduction behavior of a
porous medium and the imaginary term measures the charge
polarization occurring at the ﬂuid-mineral interface. For
geological media, at low frequencies (<1000 Hz, Hz) the
conduction component is primarily controlled by the charge
transport via interconnected pore space, which is inﬂuenced by
the conductivity of the pore ﬂuid (electrolyte), and the pore
geometry (i.e., formation factor).21 The pore ﬂuid electrical
conductivity is strongly proportional to ionic strength variations
and thus generally to variations in total dissolved solids (TDS)
(e.g., refs 22 and 23). The polarization processes that occur
near the ﬂuid-mineral interface within the electrical double
layer are dominated by a diﬀusive mechanism associated with
ion migration to and from the grain surface, and are inﬂuenced
by mineralogical composition, speciﬁc surface area, particle size
distribution, and properties of the electrical double layer such as
charge density, mobility and thickness (e.g., refs 24−26).
CO2 dissolution in groundwater and potential geochemical
transformations are expected to inﬂuence complex resistivity
measurements in various ways depending on the pH and the
amount of dissolved CO2. For example, for groundwater with
an initial pH of 8, carbonic acid formed from CO2 dissolution
will primarily dissociate into proton and bicarbonate (see
Supporting Information (SI) Figure S1), thus increase ﬂuid
ionic strength and decrease resistivity. Additional pH decrease
below the ﬁrst dissociation constant of carbonic acid (pKa1 at ∼
pH 6.37 at 25 °C (e.g., ref 27)) will reverse the dissociation
process, thus reduce ionic strength and causes the resistivity to
increase toward baseline conditions. The overall surface charge
B
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of ﬁne-grained silty sand with minor clay; it is conﬁned between
two thick clay units and is located between about 46.9−54.6 m
below the ground surface. The pumping well (PW1), the
injection well (IW1), and four monitoring wells (MW1−MW4;
Figure 1) were all screened over 4.57 m in the lower part of the

CO2. Given that the well separations ranged from 9.4 to 15.4
m, the limited depth interval covered by the electrodes yields a
small aspect ratio (length of screened interval: wellbore
spacing) for electrical resistivity imaging (e.g., refs 18 and
31). As such, data acquisition is suboptimal and imaging from
the data is challenging.
Acquisition of electrical measurements was performed by
injecting alternating current through two electrodes and
measuring the potential diﬀerence (voltage) signal between
two other electrodes. The complex resistivity data were
acquired over multiple frequencies using a DAS-1 multichannel
acquisition system that was set up to be controlled and accessed
remotely. The autonomous system was programmed to initiate
acquisition automatically almost every night; every other night
a reciprocal data set was also collected. The data were acquired
with bipole−bipole and dipole−dipole electrode conﬁgurations
between each set of wellpairs involving MW1 through MW4
(Figure 1). Assuming a uniform half-space, the apparent
resistivity can be inferred from the injected current and the
measured potential diﬀerence to give a ﬁrst (preinversion)
assessment of the data set. The phase shift of the measured
voltage relative to the injected alternating current can also be
assessed (e.g., refs 18 and 19). Under the steady hydrological
and chemical conditions that prevailed prior to CO2 injection,
the average variability between consecutively measured
apparent resistivity and repeated and reciprocal values was
smaller than 0.08% and 0.7% respectively, whereas averaged
variability between consecutively measured phase and repeated
and reciprocal measurements was smaller than 2.5% and 11%
respectively. These values indicate reliable measurements
although not indicative of the limitations for electrical resistivity
imaging in the central part of the proﬁle related to the here
suboptimal aspect ratio in well-bore geometry.
Inverse methods are required to estimate spatial distribution
of the electrical properties of the subsurface that reproduce in a
given range of uncertainty the measured complex resistivity
data that are not related to a speciﬁc location but to a complex
sensitivity pattern. We inverted the data using CRTomo.32
CRTomo is a smoothness-constraint inversion code that is
based on a ﬁnite-element algorithm; it solves directly for
resistivity and phase within a two-dimensional (2D)
represented region of interest. Inversions of time-lapse data
were performed by using the results of a baseline inversion
model as the prior model for the subsequent inversion and
applying additional constraints that imply minimization of the
misﬁt in a given range of uncertainty and the variation from the
baseline model. A larger lateral than vertical smoothing
constraint was applied (based on prior lithological information)
to stabilize the inversion process.

Figure 1. Map view of the ﬁeld experiment site. Solid black lines
indicate proﬁles where crosshole complex electrical measurements
were acquired in a time-lapse mode.

target injection zone. The tops of the screened zones were
located at 49.4 m (MW2−4), 46.9 m (MW1) and 47.9 m (PW1
and IW1) below ground surface.
The clay content of the target formation (and other
neighboring formations) was estimated using gamma-ray log
data (e.g., ref 29) by normalizing each log by its minimum and
maximum measured values, assuming that these extremes are
indicative of a pure sand layer and a pure clay layer respectively
(e.g., ref 30). Sampling of the site groundwater prior to
injection revealed that the target aquifer had a pH ranging from
7.5 to 8.5 and is dominated by Na+ and HCO3−, with
concentrations varying from 140 to 170 mg/Liter (mg/L) and
310−325 mg/L, respectively. Water collected before the start of
the experiment showed relatively constant major cation (e.g.,
Mg2+, Ca2+, K+, and Na+) and anion (e.g.: Cl−, HCO3−, and
SO42‑) concentrations, with very low trace metal concentrations.20
The dissolved CO2 injection experiment was conducted in a
dipole setting. Groundwater pumped from PW1 was saturated
with CO2 at the ground surface at a pressure slightly below that
of the target aquifer and reinjected into the aquifer (using IW1)
in a closed loop to maintain the native redox conditions.
Injection of the CO2 saturated water of pH ∼ 5 was initiated on
October, 18, 2011 and lasted for about 5 months. Chemical
measurements were obtained from water samples collected at
the MW1−MW4 wells, which were equipped with dedicated
QED bladder pumps with the ﬂuid intakes located at the
midpoints of the well screen intervals and connected to a closed
ﬂow-cell to minimize atmospheric contamination. Field
measurements pH, conductivity, oxidation−reduction-potential
(ORP), and temperature were performed within the ﬂow-cell
using YSI multiparameter meters, which were calibrated on a
daily basis.
2.2.2. Field Geophysical Data Acquisition and Processing.
An electrode string with 14 electrodes was placed in each of the
monitoring well (MW1−4) screened intervals prior to the
experiment. The electrode strings were kept in place until near
the end of the injection. The vertical electrode spacing in the
wells was 0.35 m and thus the electrode string covered a depth
interval of 4.55 m in each of the monitoring wells. It is
important to note that the wellbore installation and associated
screened zone within each well was determined prior to
considering the use of complex resistivity to monitor
geochemical transformations associated with the injected

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Laboratory Experiment Results. Inline sensors
revealed a decrease in pH and ﬂuid resistivity during injection
of dissolved CO2 (Figure 2a and b). The measured ﬂuid
resistivity decreased quite signiﬁcantly with the injection of
dissolved CO2 at 0.69 bar, which is interpreted to be associated
with the increase in ionic strength of the pore ﬂuid due to CO2
dissolution as discussed above (Figure 2a). This initial decrease
of ﬂuid resistivity is followed by a slight rebound because of the
transition of bicarbonate into nondissociated carbonic acid at
higher partial CO2 pressure (pCO2) conditions (lower pH),
which slightly reduced the total concentration of dissociated
species as described earlier. The measured resistivity (Figure
C
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inversion was between 2.4 and 2.9%. Figure 3 shows the single
baseline resistivity image (Figure 3a), as well as the resistivity
diﬀerence images relative to the baseline, including 12 of the 84
total number of data sets (Figure 3b−m), which span 7−131
days post initiation of CO2 injection.
The diﬀerent images reveal that the ﬁrst decrease in
resistivity occurred near MW3, which is the closest monitoring
borehole to the injection well (Figure 1). The decrease in
resistivity at MW3 was ﬁrst evident at the top of the target
formation (Figure 3b and c) and then at deeper depths (Figure
3d and e). Over time, the decrease in resistivity became evident
in the middle depths at MW3 but rebounded in the upper and
lower regions (Figure 3f and g). Approximately 65 days into
CO2 injection, resistivity values near the upper part of MW2
began to decrease (Figure 3i). Because MW2 is the second
closest to the injection well after MW3, it makes sense that the
impact of the CO2 plume is detected at this well later in time.
With additional time, the resistivity decrease became evident in
other parts of the MW2 screened interval (Figure 3j−m). The
electrical resistivity decreases and rebounds near MW2 are
similar to those observed near MW3, although they happen
later in time at MW2 and occur more slowly relative to MW3.
The diﬀerence in duration of the resistivity decrease-rebound
between the two wells conﬁrms that the leading front of the
CO2 plume, which reached MW3 ﬁrst, spreads over time due to
dispersion and heterogeneity. While the resistivity decreases
near both wells are consistent with those observed in the
laboratory experiments (where a 15−20% decrease was
observed) the ﬁeld-imaged rebounds of resistivity were more
signiﬁcant than those observed in the lab. Although this could
be related to diﬀerences in the buﬀering capacity of the
sediment and groundwater between lab and ﬁeld and/or
diﬃculty of replicating ﬁeld conditions using laboratory
columns, further investigation is warranted. In contrast to the
nicely imaged decreases in resistivity over time near the
wellbore locations, no signiﬁcant variations were visible in the
central part of the proﬁle (Figure 3h). This is expected as there
is lack of sensitivity of the electrical measurements in the
interwellbore region due to the poor aspect ratio.
The variations in baseline resistivity near the wells correlate
well with the heterogeneity indicated by the clay content values
inferred from the gamma-logs (Figure 3a). Importantly,
changes associated with the CO2 injection preferentially
occurred ﬁrst in the lower clay content (more permeable
zones), which were followed over time by decreases in
resistivity where the clay content is higher (or where the
permeability is lower) (Figure 3b−m). These results demonstrate both the control of heterogeneity on the CO2 plume
migration and the potential of electrical methods for tracking
spatiotemporal variations in geochemical transformations
associated with the dissolved CO2 plume in the presence of
natural heterogeneity.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of pH, ﬂuid resistivity and Fe
content measured in water samples over time in MW3 and
MW2 with the resistivity diﬀerences at individual locations
within the screened zone extracted from the inverted proﬁles
(Figure 3). The MW3 ﬂuid measurements reveal the arrival of
the injected dissolved CO2 plume about 8 days after the
beginning of the injection experiment (Figure 4a) as indicated
by a decrease in pH followed shortly thereafter by a decrease in
water resistivity and increase in Fe concentration. This pH
decrease toward the pH of the injected CO2 saturated water
indicates the presence of more and more dissolved CO2 and an

Figure 2. (a) measured inﬂuent (continuous line) and eﬄuent
(dashed line) ﬂuid resistivity and pH during the column experiment
involving injection of dissolved CO2 at various pressure conditions;
(b) resistivity and phase measured along the column versus the
measured pH at the eﬄuent, with (c) the phase compared to the Fe
concentration at the eﬄuent.

2b) shows similar trend than the ﬂuid resistivity but with a
rebound occurring at higher pCO2 conditions (lower pH),
which is likely due to its sensitivity to variations in pore
structure and not only to ﬂuid resistivity. The more continuous
decrease observed in the phase response to 2.07 bar pCO2
(Figure 2c) is interpreted to be driven by the decrease of
surface charge density, which we interpret to be due to the
decrease of pH approaching the point of zero charge of silica
sand dominant sediments shown to occur at pH < 4;33 the
good correlation between electrical phase signal and pH
(Figure 2b) supports this assumption. An inverse correlation
between the phase response and eﬄuent Fe concentration
(Figure 2c) is also observed, which indicates the possible
contribution of iron mineral surface and the dissolution and
adsorption/desorption process at surface iron sites to the
electrical properties of the sample. The decrease of iron
concentrations in the later stage may be related to depletion of
leachable iron minerals in the sediments.
3.2. Field Experiment Results. We consider here the
complex resistivity data collected over time between wells
MW3 and MW2 (Figure 1) because this proﬁle is located
closest to the injection well. In addition, this transect has the
most extensive data set associated with the passage of the
plume as well as the most favorable aspect ratio between
covered depth interval and distance between the two wells of
any of the well pairs. Resistivity inversions were performed
between these two wells using about 1150 dipole−dipole and
bipole−bipole measurements. The obtained mean absolute
diﬀerence between the calculated and measured data for each
D
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Figure 3. Crosshole resistivity (a) inversion between MW2 and MW3 before the start of the experiment (baseline) and b−m) diﬀerence along the
same proﬁle at various times (negative diﬀerence implies smaller resistivity relative to the baseline data set). The black dots indicate the electrodes in
the wells. Below the tomograms, the imaged resistivity values along MW3 (b−g) and along MW2 (h−m) are compared with the normalized gamma
(γ)-logs, which are indicative of the clay content.

measured phase acquired when the four electrodes are located
in a single wellbore. For example, Figure 5 shows the near
wellbore phase response over time when electrodes having 0.7
m vertical interval spacing are located in MW3. The measured
phase variations show a similar decrease than the resistivity with
the arrival of the plume but a much smaller rebound at later
time. This is consistent with the results of the laboratory
experiment, which indicate also a much more limited rebound
in phase due to the decrease of surface charge density that is
maintained while the plume is present. These results
demonstrate the signiﬁcant potential of monitoring the phase
variations that are indicative of the presence of the plume and
provide complementary (and not redundant) information to
the resistivity measurements, which are here not sensitive to
plume variations once the pH is very low.
3.3. Discussion. The results of this study demonstrate the
potential of complex electrical time-lapse surveys for remotely
monitoring the spatiotemporal distribution of dissolved CO2
plumes and their associated geochemical transformations.
Laboratory and ﬁeld experiments consistently indicated that
electrical resistivity and phase measurements reliably responded
to variations in ﬂuid conductivity and polarization at the ﬂuidmineral interface caused by geochemical changes induced by
the injected dissolved CO2. Speciﬁcally, a progressive increase
of the amount of dissolved CO2 in groundwater initially led to a
resistivity decrease due to increase of bicarbonate and dissolved
species; this decrease was followed by a rebound associated

increasing ratio between moles of nondissociated carbonic acid
and bicarbonate (SI Figure S1). After about 23 days of
continuous injection, the ﬂuid resistivity change that is known
to be (negatively) correlated with TDS change (e.g., refs 22 and
23) rebounded toward background values although the pH
remained low. Similar trend is followed by the total alkalinity,
and the concentrations of ions (e.g., Ca, Na, Mg, K) and trace
metals (e.g., Ba, Fe, Sr, Mn) (detailed geochemistry not
shown),20 which all increase toward a peak value until the pH
approaches ∼5.6 and then decreased as the pH continued to
slightly decrease. Similar early time geochemical responses were
observed in Well MW2, where the injected dissolved CO2
plume started to become visible in water samples at ∼65 days
after the start of the injection (Figure 4b).
The measured ﬂuid resistivity and Fe concentrations
variations compare well with the averaged resistivity diﬀerence
along MW3 and MW2, all showing similar behaviors and shape,
although some diﬀerences exist likely due to various sampled
volume, location and averaging process (Figure 4). Importantly,
the imaged resistivity variations at various depths along MW2
and MW3 (gray lines in Figure 4) illustrate the vertical
variability in the arrival of the plume, which is not assessed from
the depth-averaged water samples alone.
The challenging acquisition geometry did not permit a
successful inversion of the 2D phase response. However, phase
measurements do show some coherent near-wellbore variations
over time, which can be observed through assessing the
E
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Figure 4. Comparison between pH, Fe, ﬂuid resistivity from water samples with changes in resistivity extracted from tomograms (Figure 3) in (a)
MW3 and (b) MW2. The gray lines show the resistivity diﬀerence estimates associated with individual depth locations within the screened zone,
whereas the black line shows the averaged resistivity diﬀerence over the entire interval.

Figure 5. Comparison in MW3 between pH, Fe, ﬂuid resistivity from water samples with phase variations in the measured raw geophysical data. The
gray lines show phase variations associated with electrodes at diﬀerent depths, while the black line shows the average (positive diﬀerence implies
decrease toward zero from the baseline measured negative phases).

and thus key ion concentration due to CO2 dissolution, which
is crucial for water quality monitoring and (ii) phase to sense
plume-induced alteration of minerals and pH dependent
polarization and thus continue to detect the plume after the
front of the plume passed. Complex resistivity methods have
shown also the potential in being used as a proxy for
monitoring geochemical transformations and possible variations in trace elements concentrations, which is crucial for
water quality monitoring.
Our study has shown that the complex electrical autonomous
monitoring strategy is very robust with regard to repeatability
of the measurements and sensitivity to geochemically induced
resistivity variations in the surveyed region. Relevant variations

with the continued lowering of pH and related transition of
bicarbonate into nondissociated carbonic acid, which reduced
the total concentration of dissociated species. An electrical
phase decrease was also observed, and is related to the decrease
of surface charge density driven by the decrease of pH
approaching the point of zero charge of silica sand dominant
sediments. Phase decrease is also related to mineral dissolution
and ion exchange processes at the mineral surface, iron in
particular at low pH. Ongoing research focuses on distinguishing the eﬀects of mineral dissolution and ion exchange on
polarization from those associated with a pH decrease. These
results indicate the potential for monitoring dissolved CO2 with
(i) resistivity to detect and image variations in ionic strength
F
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in apparent resistivity lower than one percent can be detected
in the raw data, which can easily be distinguished from random
noise by assessing continuous variations and from very local
disturbances through the consideration of measurements
collected from diﬀerent acquisition conﬁgurations.
In addition the presented strategy provides additional
information to well measurements about the plume distribution
and related geochemical transformation in the presence of
heterogeneity, which is essential for improving hydrological and
geochemical ﬁeld parameter estimation. It may also be useful
for reducing the cost of wellbore chemical sampling and for
understanding the information content of wellbore measurements, which often reﬂect some averaged conditions over the
length of a well screen. Our results also suggest that the
complex resistivity variations can provide information about the
presence of a plume before it can be detected through well
water sample analysis. Additionally, with more favorable
wellbore geometry, we would anticipate more eﬀective 2D
imaging.
In summary, our coupled laboratory and ﬁeld studies indicate
the potential of the complex resistivity method for remotely
monitoring and detecting dissolved CO2 induced geochemical
transformations in case a CO2 leak occurs. The results of this
ﬁrst attempt to use this method as a monitoring approach are
promising; synthetic studies are underway to explore the
extension of this method for monitoring larger scale regions
where prior knowledge about leak location is not available. To
enable covering large regions with an acceptable cost, such
monitoring may require that the method be deployed using a
combination of complex resistivity crosshole and surface-based
acquisition geometries, with possible addition of surface and
airborne electromagnetic measurements. One persisting
challenge is imaging variations from the surface that occur at
deep depths and below thick conﬁning layers. Importantly, a
dissolved CO2 plume is expected to migrate and expand
laterally as governed by the hydrological ﬂow gradient and thus
acquisition geometry needs to be adapted to the hydrological
system. Also laboratory studies are worth to evaluate/recognize
possible chemical processes (which may be very site dependent) and complex resistivity signature. In spite of these
challenges, the results presented here suggest that extension
of the method to larger scale is warranted and holds potential
to provide prompt and accurate detection of the spatiotemporal
distribution of leaked CO2 and associated geochemical
transformations over ﬁeld relevant scales, as is needed for
environment risk assessment.
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